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Tip-induced lifting of the Au ˆ100‰ (hex)-phase reconstruction in a low
temperature ultrahigh vacuum scanning tunneling microscope

J. Buisset, H.-P. Rust, E. K. Schweizer,a) L. Cramer,b) and A. M. Bradshaw
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, 14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 24 July 1995; accepted 17 January 1996!

The clean Au$100% surface is known to be reconstructed, forming a pseudohexagonal~5327!
outermost layer. This structure is observed both in ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! and in the
electrochemical environment at potentials corresponding to small negative surface electronic
charges. Using a UHV scanning tunneling microscope~STM! at 77 K we have observed that the
reconstruction can be lifted at large positive sample biases. The 20% less dense bulk-terminated
surface is produced and the excess material appears as irregularly shaped gold clusters. Over a
period of a few minutes, however, the surface relaxes back to the pseudo-hexagonal phase, a process
that can also be followed with the STM. ©1996 American Vacuum Society.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been known for many years that clean metal sur-
faces in ultrahigh vacuum often exhibit the phenomenon of
reconstruction: the outermost layer, and possibly underlying
layers, rearrange to give a new surface periodicity.1 The for-
mation of such a phase relieves the tensile strain associated
with the bulk-terminated, or~131!, structure. The$100% sur-
faces of Ir,2 Pt,3 and Au,4 for example, reconstruct to form an
almost hexagonal close-packed top layer, although the details
of the structure for each metal are subtly different. In the
gold case various periodicities have been reported, e.g.,
~135!, ~5320!, and c~26328!, although in a recent high
momentum resolution low-energy electron diffraction
~LEED! study it was reported that the superlattice period is
;~5328!.5 The authors noted that this was also the most
frequently reported periodicity when the results of all the
various experimental methods were considered.~In common
with other articles in the literature we will refer to the recon-
structed surfaces as the~hex! phase!. Au$100% has also been
studied in aqueous electrochemical environments using both
the scanning tunneling microscope~STM!6–10 and the
grazing-incidence x-ray diffraction technique.11 As on other
low-index gold surfaces the reconstruction can be induced or
lifted by applying electrode potentials corresponding to
negative or positive surface charge densities. On the basis of
one detailed STM study,8 it was concluded that the normal
periodicity of the reconstructed surface is~5327!, but that
the same structural unit rotated by 0.7° also occurs and en-
ables the ‘‘rows’’ of the structure~nominally oriented in the
^110& direction! to ‘‘circumnavigate’’ surface defects.

Although the~hex!↔~131! transition on the Au$100% sur-
face in the electrochemical environment is well established,
it is not clear to what extent adsorption of ions or even of
neutral species simultaneously plays a role. Thus, Kolb and
co-workers have established that the reconstructed surface is

only stable as long as the specific adsorption of anions is
avoided.12 More recently, Weaver and co-workers have dem-
onstrated the importance of hydroxide adsorption, in that the
~hex!→~131! transition occurs at lower potentials in an al-
kaline electrolyte than in a weakly acidic medium.9 At the
metal-vacuum interface there is of course no possibility of
independently varying the surface charge density via the
electrode potential, but at least the surface can be kept free of
adsorbates. One possibility of inducing the surface modifica-
tions is then to use the bias voltage in an STM to produce a
very high local electric field and thus, in a less well-defined
way, to change the surface charge density. Schott and
White13,14 have recently shown that on Au$111% in air the
~131!↔~A3322! phase transition can be induced by chang-
ing the bias voltage. However, it is known that STM studies
on gold in air are probably affected by an ultrathin film of
water on the surface.15 In the present article we investigate
this effect under ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! conditions on a
Au$100% surface and follow the subsequent relaxation of the
surface, which at 77 K is sufficiently slow to observe with
the STM. In previous work at room temperature in UHV16–19

these processes were found to occur too fast to be observed
on the atomic scale.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The measurements have been performed in a low-
temperature STM, the design of which resembles that of
Eigler,20 but differs in that a mechanical coarse approach is
used. An important factor for the stability of the Eigler in-
strument is the pendulum suspension for the vibrational de-
coupling of the STM chamber~resonance frequently,1 Hz!.
The complete chamber can be cooled to 4.2 K. Helium gas
provides the thermal coupling between the Dewar and the
STM flange as well as acoustic insulation. By varying the He
pressure~and by changing from liquid He to liquid N2! the
temperature of the STM can be set between 4 and 300 K.

The mechanical coarse approach is based on a lever sys-
tem with a reduction ratio of 11:1 which gives an exact per-
pendicular displacement of the tip relative to the surface. A
tripod configuration of the piezoelements has been chosen
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for the fine approach and for scanning. The highest possible
resolution perpendicular to the surface is a few 1/1000 Å and
the drift is less than 5 Å h21. The base pressure in the upper
UHV chamber~equipped with usual surface science instru-
mentation! is 5310211 mbar. A manipulator with a travel of
1.20 m allows the sample to be prepared in the upper cham-
ber and transferred to the STM chamber.

The Au$100% crystal was prepared in the usual way by
mechanical polishing, electropolishing, andin situ sputter/
anneal cycles. For comparison, a flame-annealed surface was
also prepared and examined directly after transfer into the
system via a sample lock. In this way a partially recon-
structed surface could be prepared.

All the micrographs shown in the present article have
been taken in the constant current mode with the tip at earth
potential. During the scan two measurements are made si-
multaneously. The first records thez profile, which gives the
surface ‘‘topography’’~high areas are bright and low areas
dark on the gray scale!. The second is a signal which can be
interpreted as the differential of thez profile, i.e.,
DI5I a2I n . I n is the nominal, or set, current andI a is the
actual current measured at some point in time before the
nominal value has been reached. The two measurements are
compared in Figs. 1 and 2. Thez profile shows two terraces
of the Au$100% surface separated by a monatomic step. The
dynamic range of the gray scale is set such that ‘‘atomic’’
resolution is just visible on both terraces. This represents,
however, the limits of this display mode; if the step height
were larger, the atomic fine structure would no longer be
resolvable over the whole surface. Typically the fine-
structure corrugation is two to three orders of magnitude less
than the height of a step or of an adsorbate atom or molecule.
This problem is avoided in theDI measurement of Fig. 2.
The height information is lost and the picture is perhaps not

so readily interpretable, but the fine structure can be ob-
served across the whole surface.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Au$100% surface prepared in UHV appears to be al-
most completely reconstructed in the STM. As reported in
the electrochemical studies,6–10 the ~hex! phase consists of
parallel rows oriented approximately along the^110& direc-
tions. The terraces are normally separated by monatomic
steps and exhibit only one of the two rotational domains. In
Fig. 2 ~bottom left! three particularly narrow terraces, which
are not completely reconstructed, can be clearly seen. Also
visible ~center left! is a different structural unit, in which the
unit cell is rotated by 0.7°, as described by Gaoet al.8 As
mentioned in the Introduction, the occasional occurrence of
this feature allows the rows of the~hex! phase to adjust to the
presence of surface defects with the consequence that the
rows are not strictly parallel to thê110& directions. That the
rows are not perfectly oriented in the^110& direction is also
shown in the micrograph of Fig. 3 which was measured on a
flame-annealed Au$100% crystal with a larger field of view.
The surface in this case is incompletely reconstructed; the
~hex! phase areas appear bright and the~131! areas dark.
The contrast is presumably due not only to differences in
corrugation, but also to the different electronic structure of
each surface. Figure 3 indicates that the rows can deviate by
at least 10° from the preferred substrate direction.

The structure of the reconstructed overlayer is pseudohex-
agonal~Fig. 1!. The rows are six atoms wide, corresponding
to five atoms of the square array of the underlying~131!
second layer. The first atom and the sixth atom are positioned
between the rows of the~131! structure, so that a buckling
occurs in the direction perpendicular to the rows. This con-
figuration results in the observed separation between the

FIG. 1. STM topograph~z image! of a monatomic step on the Au$100%
surface. The~hex! reconstructed structure is visible on both terraces with
atomic resolution~Ubias530 mV, I55 nA, 64 Å364 Å!.

FIG. 2. STMDI image~see the text! of the Au$100% surface. Nearly all of
the surface exhibits the~hex! reconstruction. Parts of the very narrow ter-
races ~bottom left! are not reconstructed and show the bulk-terminated
~131! structure~Ubias530 mV, I55 nA, 330 Å3330 Å!.
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ridges of 14.5 Å. The STM also shows a further undulation
along the ridges, due to the fact that the atoms in the recon-
structed phase vary in their registry between the atop and
fourfold hollow sites. This leads to a periodicity of approxi-
mately 75 Å. The observed maximum corrugation in the
STM topographs~e.g., Fig. 1! is 0.6 and 0.4 Å perpendicular
to the rows, and along the rows, respectively. This result
agrees essentially with the images of Au$100% ~hex! in the
electrolytic environment,6–10 and in particular with the de-
tailed observations of Gaoet al.8

On increasing the tunnel bias~11.4 V relative to the tip!
at a resistance of 108 V, the reconstruction can be partially
lifted during the scan. This process can be seen in Fig. 4~a!
on the upper edge of a monatomic step. The high tunnel
voltage gives rise to the rather distorted picture; displaced,
and presumably mobile, atoms also contribute to the gener-
ally high noise level. The reconstruction is not lifted below
the step or in the top half of the scanned region. The tip-
induced structural transition is apparently initiated at the
step: in the top half of the picture the scan starts and ends on
the upper terrace. This demonstrates the importance of the
step for the nucleation of the structural phase transition. In
the electrochemical experiments7,10 it was observed that ho-
mogeneous nucleation does not normally occur, but that the
potential induced transition~in either direction! is initiated at
surface steps or other defects.

Figure 4~b! was taken 2 min after the picture in Fig. 4~a!
with the same tip separation, but at the more normal bias
voltage of 100 mV. The field of view has been shifted down
by 20 Å compared to Fig. 4~a!, in order to place the~131!
region in the center. Irregularly shaped gold clusters can be
seen at the border of the central~131! region ~top left!.
These form because the~131! layer is 20% less densely
packed than the~hex! phase. The clusters are not observed in
Fig. 4~a!, presumably because they only form subsequent to

FIG. 3. STM image of a flame-annealed Au$100% surface, cooled in air and
subsequently transferred into UHV. The surface is only partly reconstructed
~bright areas! ~Ubias5100 mV, I51 nA, 6000 Å36000 Å!.

FIG. 4. ~a! STM DI image recorded during the tip-induced lifting the
Au$100% reconstruction. The bias voltage at the sample was11.4 V
~Rgap5108 V, 80 Å380 Å!. ~b! STM DI image taken 2 min after~a!. The
image is shifted 20 Å downwards compared to~a! to focus on the central
~131! area~Ubias5100 mV, ~Rgap5108 V, 80 Å380 Å!. ~c! STM DI image
taken 3 min after~a! ~Ubias5100 mV, ~Rgap5108 V, 80 Å380 Å!.
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the lifting process or, alternatively, because they are moved
around by the tip under the extreme tunneling conditions. In
the middle of the central~131! region of Fig. 4~b! a six-
atom-wide island of the~hex! phase remains. In Fig. 4~c!,
taken after 3 min, this whole island has diffused across the
~131! region to join up with a larger~hex! region. A similar
behavior for single, relatively long rows of the~hex! phase
has been observed in the electrolytic environment.7 At the
same time, the~131! region has become considerably
smaller and the gold clusters have diffused further down-
wards, presumably acting as the supply of Au atoms neces-
sary to create the~hex! regions.

Although the present data show that strong local fields
created via the STM tip can be used to produce surface struc-
tural transformations it is not clear whether this process is
equivalent, or even similar, to that observed under electro-
lytic conditions. In the latter experiments the surface charge
density is independently varied via the electrode potential;
the tunneling conditions can be kept essentially constant. In a
study of Au$111% in air it was found that the strong tip-
surface interactions led not only to structural changes but
also to ‘‘mound formation’’ which was ascribed to tip
deformation.14 In the context of the present experiments this
may be understood as follows. It has now been shown in
several laboratories that atomic resolution on close-packed
metal surfaces is often only obtained by picking up atoms or
clusters on the tip. In such a situation the local density of
states at the Fermi level is no longer sampled, but rather
some parameter associated with the formation or breaking of
bonds between the tip and the surface. It is likely that such a
process is also occurring in the present case so that a simple
explanation in terms of increased~or decreased! surface elec-
tronic charge density as a function of local field strength is
difficult to apply. Similarly, it is not possible to easily assess
how such a modified tip would affect the tensile strain in the
surface layer.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using a low-temperature STM we have imaged the
pseudohexagonal Au$100% ~hex! surface at 77 K and shown
that the reconstruction can be lifted at large positive biases of

the sample relative to the tip. The effect is qualitatively simi-
lar to the same phase transition in the electrolytic environ-
ment where the surface charge density can be varied inde-
pendently via the electrode potential. However, because of
tip modification effects at the high local fields needed to
induce the lifting of the reconstruction with the STM, the
analogy may not be complete. We note that the subsequent
relaxation process back to the reconstructed surface is none-
theless independent of the tip-surface interaction, so that fu-
ture, more detailed investigations at low temperature may
reveal interesting information on diffusion processes and
mass transport.
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